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Airline Announcement Share  

2019 
Flights 

11/6/20 
Aer Lingus See IAG. Plan to cut workforce by 20% [1/5]. Mandatory mask 18/5-.  0.8% -90% 
Aegean Resumed domestic flights and to DE, CH, FR and RO, plans to re-start to BG and IL from 11/6. By mid-July, plans to operate 1,000 flights/week to 

42 destinations from Athens and 7 destinations from Thessaloniki. By August, plans to reach ~50% of original schedule [4/6]. 
0.5%  

Air Dolomiti Suspended flights (18/3–4/6). Mandatory mask 4/5-. Domestic IT flights from 5/6 [21/5]. Resumes flights from IT to FRA & MUC (15/6-) [12/6]. 0.2%  

Air France Flights cut by 90% 23/3-end May [10/4]. State aid if cut 40% domestic flights by 2021 [27/5]. Progressive pax domestic flights resumed (11/5-) 
[26/4]. Masks and temperature checks mandatory (11/5-). Plans 15% flight capacity from CDG and LYS (18-30/6), depending on State restrictions 
[18/5]. Plans 20% of capacity Q3, 60% Q4 and 80% in 2021 (vs 2019) [10/5]. To accelerate phase-out A340 [6/5]. Immediate phase-out of A380 
[20/5]. 

3.2% -88% 

Air Malta Suspended flights from 25/3 (until further notice) with exceptions. Will lay off 50% of pilots [6/6]. Plans to operate 10 European destinations 
(1/7-) [6/6]. Mandatory masks from 1/6. 

0.2%  

Air Moldova Suspended flights (25/3–15/5) [26/3]. About 6 weekly flights to RU, DE, GB, IE (8-21/6) [3/6]. Plans to operate ~80 weekly flights across 20 
routes to ES, DE, IT, IE, TK, CY, PT, UK, RU, FR, IL & GR from July [9/6]. 

0.1%  

Air Serbia Suspended passenger transport (19/3–15/6) [18/5] (see Serbia). State aid granted [27/4]. State considering re-nationalisation [5/5]. Resumed 
flights to Frankfurt, Ljubljana and Zurich (28/5-) then 13 routes (7/6-) and 32 routes (15/6-) to operate 300 weekly flights [26/5]. More flights to 
be added with the re-opening of Nis LYNI airport (16/6-) and Kraljevo LYKA airport (30/6-) [5/6] 

0.3%  

airBaltic Suspended flights (17/3–17/5). Flight capacity reduced by 50% (15/4-30/10) (see Latvia). Accelerated fleet transformation (A220-only) [22/4]. Cut 
~700 staff. Resumed pax flights btw Baltic capital cities, and to >10 European destinations (9/6-) [28/5]. 

0.6%  

Alitalia Nationalised [17/3]. To resume with ~80% of current fleet [23/4]. China cargo flights extended to July [20/5]. Italy to inject at least €3Bn [7/5]. 
Resumed 15 domestic routes (21/5-). Flies 9 European routes + NY (code-sharing with Delta) (2/6-). Expects to reach 52 routes in July (up 60% 
vs. June) [12/6]. Target 40% capacity in Q3 [20/5].  

1.9% -85% 

Austrian Airlines Suspended flights (19/3-14/6). Expects 25%-50% of demand for Summer (vs S19). Short-time working for 7,000 extended to 2022 [21/5]. Will 
reduce capacity 20% to 60 aircraft by 2022 [21/4]. Will fly up to 40 EU dest + TLV (5% capacity vs. 19) (15/6-), mandatory mask [28/5]. Support of 
€450 M, partially guaranteed by the Austrian government [8/6]. 

1.4% -99% 

Blue Air Suspended (21/3–30/6) [18/5]. Some charter & cargo 15/5-30/6 [18/5]. Will resume 25 European regular flights (1/7-) (after restrictions lifted) 
and IT domestic, flights btw Greece and Cyprus [26/5] with halved fleet. Around 21 EU destinations expected (10/6-) [8/6]. 

0.3%  

British Airways 
(BAW/SHT/CFE) 

See IAG. Suspending flights at Gatwick [30/3]. Extended parking of 11 (of 12) A380 (13/4) and of 5 B747 (6/4). About 30% staff to be made 
redundant [28/4]. Has ‘future’ at Gatwick [11/5]. 

3.0% -93% 

Brussels Airlines Suspended (21/3–15/6) [14/5]. Cancels 8 destinations to April 2021 [9/4]. Cut workforce by 25% and capacity by 30% to 38 aircraft [12/5]. Plans 
30% European and 40% long-haul schedules for S20 (vs original plan) [26/5]. Network reduced to 45 EU & 14 long-haul routes (15/6-) [26/5]. 

0.8% -100% 

Croatia Airlines Two daily domestic return flights from 11/5 [29/4]. Masks mandatory from 11/5 [7/5]. Privatisation deferred to Q4 2020 [5/5]. Flights between 
DBV, ZAG and SPV (11/5-) (triangular from 14/5) [15/5]. Flies from ZAG to AMS & FRA (25/5-), CPH (1/6-), ZRH & PUY (8/6-). Expects to reach ~ 
15 destinations (15/6-) [8/6]. 

0.3%  

Czech Airlines Suspended flights (16/3). Resumed pax flights from Prague to AMS, FRA, CDGs, ARN (18/5), Kiev (24/5), Odessa & Bucharest (25/5-) [9/5] and to 
KSC, BUD, KEF, LHR (15/6-) [28/5]. 

0.3%  

easyJet (EZY/EJU/EZS) Suspended flights (30/3). Defers fleet expansion to 2022 [11/4]. Resumes domestic GB & FR ops, also from CH, ES and PT on 15/6 totalling 50 
routes [22/5], face masks mandatory [21/5]. Plans to lay off up to 30% of staff and take fleet to circa 302 aircraft (-14%) [28/5]. Plans to operate 
50% (~ 510 routes) of its initially planned scheduled routes in July and 75% in August (~770 routes) [3/6]. 

6.2% -99% 

El Al Suspended flights extended (27/3–30/6), except cargo and essential flights [14/5]. 4 pax flights to Paris, London, HK, LA (19-25/6) [28/5]. 0.1% -85% 
Eurowings See DLH Group. Some flights from DUS, HAM, STR, MUC & CGN in May [20/3]. Flights to EU destinations to resume (20/5-). 40 destinations 

added (1/6-), taking fleet to ~20 aircraft. [19/5]. Plans to cut ~30% of staff [28/5] Plans to operate up to 80% of its flights in the summer, with 
30% to 40% of its capacity already planned for July [4/6] 

2.4% -94% 

Finnair Flies 4 domestic, 10 European routes (1/4–30/6) + 5 extra routes when travel restrictions lifted & 1+ intercontinental route (3/5-30/6) [23/4]. 
Mandatory masks (18/5-). Will operate 30% of its capacity from July [20/5]. 

1.3% -89% 

HOP Suspended flights (20/3-). Gradual restart (8/6-) with 5 domestic and 4 international destinations [14/5]. 0.5%  
IAG Cut pax capacity by 94% April/May. Plans 45% of capacity Q3 and 70% Q4 (vs same Q19) [10/5]. Negotiates price of Air Europa purchase [27/4]. 

Meaningful return to service in July at the earliest [7/5]. Will defer deliveries of 68 aircraft to 2023 [7/5]. Expects 2021 to be -20% on 2019 [11/5] 
7.3%  

Iberia (IBE/IBS) Short-/medium-haul resumption in July: 40 destinations, 194 return flights/wk. August: 53 destinations, 359 return flights.  That’s 21% of 
normal, possibly rising to 35% [28/5] 

1.3% -97% 

Jet2.com Suspended flights (23/3-30/6) [26/5]. 0.9%  
KLM Cut 90% flights (29/3–3/5). Grounded 5 B747s. [16/3]. Maintains cargo air bridge to China with 2 B744 for 2 months [13/4]. State aid granted 

[24/4]. Will accelerate phase-out 8 B747 [6/5]. Restores daily flights to 7 European cities (4/5-) [5/5]. Masks mandatory (11/5-) [5/5]. Operates 
15% of its original schedule [7/5]. Operates 31 pax and cargo intercontinental destinations (11/5-24/5) [19/5]. Will fly from 45 destinations in 
June & to 73 in July reaching up to 30% of normal schedule [2/6]. 

2.4% -82% 

LOT Suspended domestic (15/3-31/5) and international (15/3-19/6, extended -30/6). Resumed 8 domestic (1/6-). Mandatory masks from 1/6 [20/5]. 1.3% -90% 

Lufthansa See Lufthansa Group. Suspended (-31/5). Will resume up to 20 European destinations from Frankfurt (15/6-) [24/5]  5.1% -89% 
Lufthansa Group Grounded 700/763 aircraft. Lufthansa Cargo extra capacity to CN (51 add. weekly flights) [14/4]. Reduced hours for 77% staff (1/4). 

Restructuring: Germanwings suspension [7/4]. Support of €9 Bn from German gvt and 20% stake in return. Repatriation ends 31/5 [8/5]. 
Mandatory masks (4/5-31/8). Fleet cut by 100 aircraft [5/5]. DLH/Eurowings/SWISS to fly ~20% of pax capacity from June [10/5], ie 160 aircraft 
[24/5]. By end June, 130 destinations worldwide (including 22 intercontinental routes) to reach 2,000 weekly roundtrip flights [28/5]. Expects to 
fly 90% of short and medium-haul routes, 70% of long-haul routes back in September, to expand leisure destinations [4/6]. Plans to cut 19% of 
its workforce [11/6]. 

11.1%  

Montenegro 
Airlines 

All flights suspended (-31/5) [7/5]. Few flights Belgrade <-> Podgorica & Tivat to mid-June cancelled as denied landing at Belgrade [28/5]. Gradual 
restart (14/6-) with ~20 weekly flights across 9 routes (SI, DE, AT, FR, CH, DK) operated by end-June [8/6].  

0.1%  

Norwegian Airlines 
(NAX/IBK) 

Subsidiaries in Denmark and Sweden have filed for bankruptcy (21/4). 80% staff temporarily laid off. Currently in hibernation mode [28/5]. 
Shareholders back conversion debt into equity [5/5]. State loan granted [20/5]. Plans 3% capacity short-haul only (Apr20-Mar21), then gradual 
until 2022 to reach normal operations (pre-COVID) [27/4]. 

2.1% -94% 

Pegasus Suspended domestic flights (28/3-1/6). No int’l flights (28/3-14/6) [12/5]. Operates 3 daily return domestic routes operated from Sabiha Gokcen 
(1/6-3/6) and ~40 daily domestic (return) routes resumed (4/6-30/6) [3/6]. 

1.6% -84% 

Royal Air Maroc Suspended pax flights until further notice (22/3). Cargo flights continue. Domestic flights to resume (11/6-) and int’l flights in early July [5/6] 0.2%  
Ryanair Group 
(RYR,LDM,RUK,RYS) 

Flights suspended (24/3 -April/May) [25/3]. RYR limited sched.: 13 routes from IE & 15 routes from GB (27/3-20/6). Delay further 737MAX 
deliveries to 2021 [24/4]. Will cut 3,000 staff [1/5]. Plans 40% sched. flights from 1/7, 60% from 1/8. Expects only 50% of planned pax for FY2021. 
Lauda’s main base closed in Vienna on 29/5 [22/5]. Malta Air to lay off 34% of staff [3/6]. Removes flight change fees for July and August travels 
[9/6] 

8.5% -98% 

SAS €300M government-backed credit [6/5]. Will lay off 5,000 staff [28/5]. Flies 25 routes in June: domestic, intra-Scandinavia (1/6-), AMS & ABZ 
(8/6-) and 2 US destinations (10/6-) [28/5]. Will resume 23 new routes from mid-June and increase domestic routes in Norway together with 
increasing capacity to 30 aircraft [8/6]. 

3.0% -86% 

Sunexpress Suspended int’l flights to/from TR (-31/5) (to Dalaman & Bodrum to 15/6), domestic flights to/from TR to 27/5, flights to GR IT TN EG BG to 14/6 
(see States) [14/5]. Resumed domestic flights from Antalya AYT and Izmir ADB (1/6-). 

0.6%  

Swiss Cut 97% flights. Minimum timetable (7 European & 1 intercontinental) (23/3-31/5). Support from Fed. Council of Switzerland [29/4]. Masks 
required from 4/5. Plans to operate from June up to 190 flights to 41 European destinations + intercontinental flights to USA, Asia, and South 
Africa [14/5], equivalent to ~15%-20% of the original planned scheduled service. Geneva airport flights to resume (15/6-) [25/5].  In Autumn, 
expects 85% of destinations and one third of flight volume [3/6]. 

1.4% -93% 

TAP Flies 4 domestic routes (1/4–31/5) [8/4] and 2 EU routes (London & Paris) (5-31/5) [27/4]. Operates 29 weekly flights (5 intercontinental, 2 
European and 5 domestic routes) (1/6-). Will resume flights to IT, ES (1/7-) and other int’l destinations, up to 240 weekly flights (would be ~2,500 
under normal conditions) (1/7-) [25/5]. EC agreed on Portuguese government loan to support airline [10/6]. 

1.3% -96% 

Transavia Transavia NL suspended (-3/6). Resumed 6 routes (ES, GR, PT) (4/6-). Expects to reach 25 destinations (-30/6). Face mask mandatory. Transavia 
FR to resume partially (15/6-) between France and Portugal with more to other EU destinations (26/6-) [1/6]. 

0.4%  

TUI Airlines Suspension of TUI GB (17/3–11/6) [13/5]. Suspension of TUI fly BE (-18/6) [12/5]. TUI DE gets gov't loan [9/4]. To lay off 8,000 staff [13/5]. Flights 
to resume (19/6-) to European destinations[5/6], 25% of flights to be cancelled this summer [10/6], TUI DE plans to reduce fleet by 50% and 
drop long-haul flights (10/6) 

0.6%  

Turkish Airlines Flights suspended (27/3- 10/6) (international) [20/5]. Some domestic flights resumed (1/6). Reported plans for 60% of flights in June [6/5]. Plans 
to operate 75 weekly flights in June, 572 in July and 937 in August and September (each) [26/5]. Plans to restart flights to China (PVG, PEK, CAN) 
end of June [8/6]. 

4.3% -77% 

Ukraine Int'l Suspends scheduled flights (25/3–14/6) [22/5] - see Ukraine. Mandatory face mask. Restarts (15/6-) (if state restrictions lifted) with domestic and 
medium-haul point-to-point flights [28/5]. 

0.5%  

Virgin Atlantic Cuts 85% of flights (16/3). GB flights only from LHR (26/3-). No pax flights (21/4-30/6) [23/5]. Up for sale [27/4]. Cuts 30% of staff, early 
retirement for all 7 747s [5/5]. Will fly 24 destinations from S21. No flights from LGW [12/5]. Pax flights to JFK, LAX, MCO, HKG, PVG restart 21-
22/7 [4/6]. Cargo operation continues in June [4/6]. 

0.1%  

Volotea Nearly all flights suspended (17/3-14/6).Launches 40 new routes in IT, FR, ES, GR in S20 [20/5]. Some resumption of flights (15/6-). 0.6%  

Vueling See IAG. Face masks from 11/5. 2.2% -99% 
Widerøe See Norway.  1.2% -42% 
Wizz (WZZ/WUK) Suspended flights to IT, PL, LV, MD [14/3], BA [30/3], RO, GB, NL, CH [5/4]. Some flights from LTN (1/5-) [27/4]. Restarted TSR flights (15/5-) but 

had to suspend all RO routes (State restrictions) (-16/6) [27/5]. Reports 70% (seats sold) load factors [6/5]. Plans to open base at MXP & LCA in 
July [28/5]. To open new routes in July between TIA and France (BVA and MLH) [5/6] 

2.2% -83% 

Other airlines Aeroflot Group gradually restoring operating volumes:  Pobeda airlines resuming flights on 1/6 with regular weekly service on 7 routes [3/6]. 34.3%  
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Country Status 
EU27 External borders of EU and Schengen area closed (17/3-15/6), not for pax from GB, CH, NO, LI and IS. Applies below unless specified. Progressive and partial 

re-opening of borders with outside EU proposed from 1st July [10/6] 
Albania Lockdown (10/3-). Gradual lifting from 26/4, 90% measures lifted from 18/5. Closed borders. Tirana closed to international pax flights with exceptions 

extended -15/6 [3/6]. 
Armenia Lockdown (24/3-4/5). Gradual lifting from 4/5. State of emergency (16/3-22/5). No foreign pax flights with exceptions (quarantine applies) (-13/6) [18/5]. 

Scheduled int’l flights prohibited extended -15/7 [9/6]. 
Austria Lockdown (15/3-). Gradual lifting from 14/4. No pax flights from BY, CN, IR, IT, FR, ES, UK, NL, RU, UA (23/5-15/6). Coronavirus testing carried out at Vienna 

airport (4/5). Self-monitored quarantine on arrival extended -15/6 for AT, EU, EEA, CH citizens unless recent negative test provided. 3rd country pax from risk 
areas (does not concern EU countries, GB, CH, NO, LI, IS) allowed in with a medical certificate and negative test (10/6-9/9). Borders with neighbouring 
countries under discussion. 

Azerbaijan Lockdown (31/3-31/5). Gradual lifting from 4/5. Int’l regular pax flights restricted (with except.) extended -30/6 [26/5]. 
Belgium Lockdown (18/3-). Gradual lifting from 4/5, 3rd phase started on 8/6. Borders closed to non-essential travel (14/3-7/6). Quarantine all arriving pax. Travel 

allowed to EU/EFTA/UK from 15/6 [3/6]. Charleroi airport closed (25/3–15/6), face masks compulsory. BRU operates cargo and essential flights only. LGG is 
the European hub for medical cargo [14/4]. BRU selected by EASA as pilot airport for systematic body temperature checks for all pax [3/6]. 

Bosnia-Herzegovina State of Emergency (17/3). Self-isolation for all arrivals. Foreign nationals banned, with exc. extended -16/6 [31/5]. 
Bulgaria Lockdown (13/3-13/5). Gradual lifting, ie travel restrictions eased from 6/5. State of emergency (13/3-13/5). Travel allowed for transit pax and foreign workers 

(14/5-23/6) [25/5]. Pax flights from BG, EU, Schengen, GB, RS, BA, ME allowed -22/6 [8/6]. Quarantine on arrivals for pax from SE, GB, BE, PT, IE, ES, MT, IT, 3rd  
countries (ie non EU excluding RS, BA, ME) (14/5-22/6) [8/6]. 

Croatia Lockdown (19/3-4/5). Gradual lifting from 27/4. Self-isolation for new arrivals. Restoring domestic flights from 11/5. Border fully re-opened without 
restrictions with SI, AT, HU, CZ, SK, EE, LV, LT, DE and PL from June [3/6]. Otherwise borders closed to 15/6 [17/5]. 

Cyprus Lockdown (23/3-21/5). Gradual lifting from 4/5. Borders partially closed. Pax from GR, MT, BG, NO, AT, FI, SI, HU, IL, DK, DE, SK, LI, CH, PL, RO, HR, EE, CZ 
allowed entry with a negative test certificate Tests carried out on arrival without the medical certificate: entry granted if test for COVID-19 is negative, 
mandatory quarantine otherwise (9/6-19/6). Flights from other countries are prohibited -19/6 (with exceptions) [8/6] 

Czech Republic State of emergency (16/3–17/5). Lockdown (16/3-). Gradual lifting from 9/4. Travel restrictions lifted for business from 14/4. Entry allowed EU from 24/4 and 
for non-EU citizens from 11/5. Schengen pax flights (+ GA) to/from CZ only via Prague and 4 more airports extended until 30/6 (with exemptions) [9/6].  

Denmark Lockdown (16/3-). Gradual lifting from 15/4. Borders closed exc. DK citizens (with exc.) extended -14/6. Open to some from DE, NO, IS & maybe SE, FI from 
15/6 but borders closed for other countries until 31/8. 

Estonia State of emergency (12/3–18/5). Gradual lifting from 22/4. Restrictions until 31/5. From 1/6, no flights/pax restrictions for EU, Schengen and UK arrivals with 
no symptoms. Quarantine applies for travellers coming from a State with COVID-19 infection rate>15 (list updated by Estonian authorities). 

Finland State of emergency (16/3–13/5). Lockdown (27/3). Borders closed (with exemptions) to 14/6. Limited int’l pax flights to or from the EU at Helsinki, Turku and 
Mariehamn airports for repatriation (11/5-10/6). 14 days self-isolation upon arrival (-14/6) 

France Lockdown (17/3-). Gradual lifting from 11/5. State of emergency (22/3-24/7 advanced -10/7). Borders closed (with exc.). No foreign pax extended -30/6 [3/6]. 
From 11/5 limited pax from EU27 + (AD, MC, VA, SM, IS, LI, NO, CH, GB). Nantes, Lyons reopen [8/6]. Orly could re-open on 26/6. Load factor cap (possibly just 
Air France) [11/5]. Quarantine EU/EEA arrivals (voluntary exc. ES UK) (25/5-) [23/5]. Certificate mandatory to enter and travel within FR (11/5-15/6 extended -
30/6). 

Georgia State of emergency (21/3-22/5). Borders closed (18/3-22/5). All international scheduled flights to/from GE prohibited with some exceptions to 30/6 [18/5]. 
Quarantine on arrivals to 30/6 [18/5]. Plans to open for foreign tourism by 1/7 [11/5]. 

Germany Lockdown (12/3-). Gradual lifting from 20/4. Physical distancing (23/3–3/5). Travel warning lifted for German citizens to EU26, UK, IS, LI, CH from 15/6 [3/6]. 
Entry restrictions for non-EU pax flights (16/5-15/6). Air carriers to keep contact details for 30 days of all pax (10/4-7/7). Flights from IR prohibited to 28/6. 
Quarantine on arrivals from ex-Schengen (except. see EU27) at EDDT (-5/6 extended -4/7) & EDDB (-15/6). Mandatory mask at airports from 29/4. Temporary 
closure of Tegel possible from 15/6.  

Greece Lockdown (23/3-). Gradual lifting from 4/5. Keen to restart tourism [17/4]. No flights from AL, ES, IT, GB, MK, NL, TR and non EU states with exc. extended 
-14/6. International flights to Athens (14/5- 30/6) & Thessaloniki only (14/6- 30/6) [3/6]. Regional airports to open 1/7 [25/5]. All arriving pax tested and 
quarantined: 7-day if negative test, 14-day if positive test (1/6-14/6). Same rules apply but only for pax arriving from EASA airport list (14/6-30/6) [3/6]. No 
commercial/GA  flight to/from Qatar (3-14/6) [4/6]. 

Hungary State of emergency (11/3-). Lockdown (13/3). Gradual lifting from 1/5. Social distancing (11/4). Borders closed except for HU, DE, CZ, SK, AT citizens and other 
EEA residents (9/6-23/6). Entry allowed for citizens from PL, BG, KR, JP for business purposes (9/6-23/6). 

Ireland Lockdown (24/3-). Gradual lifting (18/5-10/8). Quarantine on arrivals with exceptions (16/3). Service restrictions at some airports. 
Israel State of emergency (18/3-). Lockdown (25/3). Gradual lifting from 19/4. Borders closed. International flights to IL allowed at Ben Gurion airport only (12/4-

15/6, extended-1/7). Foreign pax denied entry (20/5-15/6, extended -1/7) [11/6]. 
Italy State of emergency (30/1-3/5). Lockdown (25/3). Gradual lifting from 14/4. ~70 airports closed with exemptions (15/4-2/6). Re-opening of ~20 airports, 

including Rome Ciampino and Florence from 4/5. Domestic pax traffic resumes without restrictions and borders opened with EU, GB, CH, NO, LI, IS, AD, VA, 
SM from 3/6, No other foreign pax allowed (with exceptions) and self-isolation at arrivals (18/5-2/6 extended -14/6) [04/06]. 

Latvia State of emergency (12/3-12/5). Closed borders (17/3) lifted for EE and LT from 15/5, pax flights to Tallin (EE) and Vilnius (LT) to resume from 18/5 [14/5]. 
Quarantine on arrival with exemptions for some EU transit pax (12/5-9/6). No international pax flights to/from Riga (11/5-9/6) and LV (16/3-9/6) other than 
flights from LT, EE, NO, DE, FI, NL, AT (8/6). 

Lithuania Lockdown (16/3-31/5). Gradual lifting from 15/4. Borders closed (14/3) exc. for EE LV (15/5-). LT citizens allowed travelling abroad from 4/5. Quarantine lifted 
for EEA pax, subject to infection rate, so currently exc. MT, IE, UK, BE, SE, PT [1/6]. Pax flights only subject to Govt approval (-15/6). 

Luxembourg State of emergency (22/3-21/6). Lockdown (15/3). Gradual lifting from 20/4. No arr. pax (exc. EU/Schengen, see EU27) to 15/6. No leisure & training flights 
(25/3). Mandatory masks and gloves (20/4). Scheduled pax resumes 29/5 [22/5] 

Malta Lockdown (18/3-). Gradual lifting from 4/5. All pax arriving prohibited to/from MT (with exceptions) -15/6 [26/5]. Mandatory quarantine of 14 days for pax 
from FR, ES, CH, DE, IT, CN, SG, JP, IR and KR -30/6. Luqa expected to re-open for commercial flights (1/7-) [6/6]. 

Moldova State of emergency (17/3-15/5). Partial lockdown (24/3). Borders closed (17/3). No regular scheduled/charter pax flights (25/3-30/6 reduced to 14/6). No 
foreign pax (with exceptions) -30/6 now -14/6. Self-isolation for all travellers who stayed in high-risk areas. 

Montenegro Closed borders (18/3-). Lockdown (18/3-1/6). Gradual lifting from 4/5. Quarantine on arrival, with exc. (-30/6). Tivat airport closed (19/3-14/5). Re-opening for 
pax. from specific States (see www.ijzcg.me) (1/6-30/6) [1/6] 

Morocco State of medical emergency (20/3-20/5 extended -10/7). Lockdown (16/3- eased from 10/6). Suspended international flights (with exemptions) (15/3-15/6, 
extended -10/7) [11/6]. Private flights to/from MA prohibited (-15/6, extended -10/7) [11/6]. Airlines to communicate pax info list to authorities (19/5-15/6, 
extended -10/7) [11/6]. Borders likely to re-open early July [5/6] 

Netherlands “Intelligent” lockdown (10/3-). Gradual lifting from 11/5. Physical distancing -1/6. All non-Schengen prohibited to enter NL (with exemptions) (16/4-15/6). 
Health screening on arrival, quarantine for all travellers who stayed in high risk areas, extended (17/4-15/6). Restrictions at small airports. 

North Macedonia Limited lockdown. State of emergency (18/3-31/5). Skopje airport closed with exceptions (18/3-). Borders closed, no foreign pax (with exc.) extended -13/6. 
Norway Limited lockdown (12/3-). Gradual lifting from 27/4. Borders closed (16/3) -20/8. No foreign pax -15/6. 10-day quarantine on arrival extended -15/7 [3/6]. 
Poland Lockdown (24/3-). Borders closed-12/6. No int’l and commercial national flights (with exc.) extended -16/6 [6/6]. Quarantine on arrival (with exceptions). 

Borders to re-open (13/6-) for EU citizens without quarantine [10/6] 
Portugal Lockdown (19/3-). Gradual lifting from 4/5. Borders closed (16/3). Continental PT open to flights and tourists from Schengen, UK, IE, US, CA and others without 

quarantine, ES & IT excluded [1/6]. Quarantine for passengers landing at Madeira if no <72h negative test -30/6/at Lajes airport (Azores) extended -30/6 [3/6] 
Romania State of emergency (16/3–14/5). State of Alert (15/5). Lockdown (25/3). Gradual lifting from 15/5. Flights btw RO and IT, ES, FR, DE, AT, BE, IR, NL, CH, TR, GB 

and US banned until 16/6. Some charter flights from RO allowed (seasonal workers/repatriation). Quarantine on arrival. 
Serbia Lockdown (15/3-). Gradual lifting from 21/4. State of emergency (15/3-6/5). Borders closed (16/3-1/6)-re opening of the borders with neighbouring States 

[26/5]. Flights resuming 18/5-. Quarantine lifted from 22/5 for all visitors 
Slovakia State of emergency (15/3-6/5). Lockdown (16/3). Gradual lifting from 22/4. Borders closed. International flights prohibited (with exceptions) -10/6 extended  

-11/9 except from BG, CY, CZ, DK, EE, FI, GR, HR, IS, LI, LT, LV, HU, MT, DE, NO, AT, SI and CH [11/6]. Quarantine on arrival starting in state quarantine centres 
with registration required >72h before arrival (21/5-) except for nationals from aforementioned countries (11/6-) 

Slovenia Lockdown (30/3-). Gradual lifting from 20/4. International flights only to Ljubljana, Maribor, Portorož -12/6 [3/6]. Borders re-opened for EU citizens (15/5). No 
quarantine for 17 epidemiologically safe countries, others quarantine (8/6-). COVID-19 positive pax denied entry (20/5-15/6). 

Spain Lockdown (30/3-9/5). Gradual lifting 11/5-. State of emergency probably extended -21/6. Borders closed, 14-day quarantine arriving pax extended -20/6 [8/6]. 
No flights btw Spain cont. and Balearics/Canaries (with exc.) extended (19/3-20/6), inter-island flights possible (25/5-). No 3rd country nationals allowed 
(except EU residents) to 15/6. Load factor reduced by 70% extended -20/6 [8/6]. Mandatory masks (4/5-20/6). Foreign tourists can visit from 1/7 [24/5]. 

Sweden Limited closures (16/3-). Borders closed with limited pax circulation according to EU policy -15/6.  
Switzerland Lockdown (16/3-). Gradual lifting from 27/4. Borders closed except for LI residents (25/3) with exemptions until 7/6 [3/6]. Limited re-opening of borders with 

DE and AT from 16/5, full re-opening extended to FR expected by mid June [15/5]. Commercial traffic terminated at Lugano airport [23/4]. 
Turkey Lockdown. Gradual lifting from 11/5. Closed borders (28/3). No international flights extended -10/6 [31/5]. Permit required for domestic flights. Sabiha Gokcen 

airport closed (28/3-1/6). International flights likely -be allowed from June [10/5]. Ambassador in Berlin says ready for tourists from mid June [24/5]. 
United Kingdom Lockdown (23/3 -). Gradual lifting from 11/5. Airport closures including at London City and ops restrictions at many airports. Mandatory masks and gloves at 

airports [3/5]. Quarantine on arrival (8-29/6) [23/5]. LCY reopens at the end of June [4/6]. 

Ukraine Lockdown (11/3-11/5). Gradual lifting (11/5-22/6). Borders closed. No int’l flights (17/3-14/6). Mandatory quarantine on arrival except for travellers who 
agreed to self-isolation using “Dii vdoma” electronic service before entering UA [8/6]. Domestic scheduled service resumed on 5/6 and int’l flights to resume 
from 15/6 [9/6]. Possible testing of tourist upon arrival 15/6- [1/6].  

Russia Lockdown (-31/5) [8/5]. Borders indefinitely closed (18/3). International flights stopped (27/3). Travel abroad discouraged during the summer [26/5]. 
Lockdown Closure of schools, shops, restaurants, cinemas. Typically food shops, pharmacies remain open. Outdoor exercising and gatherings of people can be banned (varies 

from one State to another). Some States put restrictions on leaving home. Sometimes going to work OK, in other countries not allowed. 
Borders closed Except to nationals of the State, or those with a residence permit 

 

http://www.ijzcg.me/
https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/news/slovenia-opens-borders-for-travellers-from-17-countries/

